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Linear ® Hip

Tailored to any
surgical approach

Tailored to any
surgical approach.
Every surgeon’s philosophy to hip arthroplasty is unique.
The Linear is a versatile hip system that incorporates a
reduced lateral shoulder, proximal fixation and reduced
distal geometry. In combination, these design features
provide inherently stable and an ideal implant for
multiple surgical approaches to hip arthroplasty.

No two patients are alike.
The Linear Hip System features dual
offsets with intra-operative trialing for
optimal patient fit. An extensive size
range and consistent size increments
help achieve the best implant fit with
the optimal offset.
Standard offset

Lateral offset

Reduced Proximal Lateral Design
The proximal lateral shoulder
of the Linear hip is reduced, which
facilitates the implantation
of the Linear hip and avoids varus
implant positioning.

Polished reduced
neck geometry
provides maximum
range of motion
with minimum wear.

Linear features two offsets and intraoperative trialing for optimal patient fit.

Reduced Distal Geometry
The Linear has a tapered distal stem
design that helps to reduce implant
stiffness and reduce thigh pain. In
addition, this reduced distal geometry
facilitates the implantation of the
Linear hip from a variety of surgical
approaches, including the direct
anterior approach.

Fixation
The Linear Hip features a six degree
proximal taper in addition to P2 TM porous
coating to provide a locking, proximal fit.
This proximal, tapered wedge shape design
provides a metaphyseal fit with excellent
clinical results.1
P² Coating
Coating - 50x

Bearing options tailored to
different patient activity levels.
The Linear hip is available with a wide
variety of acetabular options designed to
suit different patient demands. The FMP™
acetabular system features the X-alt™
highly crosslinked polyethylene with CoCr
or Biolox® Delta Ceramic heads.
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CAUTION: Federal Law (USA)
restricts this device to sale by
or on the order of a physician.
See package insert
for a complete listing of
indications, contraindications,
warnings, and precautions.
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